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VOLUME S.

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY EVENING, MAY II 1907

INSTITUTE
WINS EASY

t1

"'MB03J

Mexican Central has 142 oars of commercial freight ready to transfer to
the Saints. Fe since Saturday, but ow
ing to toe crowded condition, of the
fetter road's yards the yardanastar
refuses to receive the import until
4te Central takes the export transfer
out of the way.
TMs the yardmaster of the Mexican Jroe refuses to do claiming that
the cars intended for American, ship- meat were ready first. The daily in
crease in the amount of freight re
ceived is still further congesting the
yards of ISie two roads, as the traffic
over these lines Is unusually heavy
at present.

&ULLIVAN-KELLE-

Y

FIGHT A DRAW.
Los Angeles, CaL, May 11. After
twenty rounds the fight last night be
tween Twin Sullivan and Hugo Kelley, was decided to be a draw.
The Fight By Rounds.
ROUND 1. Taey shake. Sullivan
leads with left to body and ' they
-

Kelly lands left to jaw. Sullivan lands
Honors evien.
left on head.
ROUND 14. Kelly upperout and Sul
pi van puts left to Jaw. Kelly runs into
clinch. Kelly lands left on head. Kelly
sends left to solar plexus and Sulli
van goes down. He is up quickly- - and
they go at it fiercely and are in hot
mix-oas gong rings.
ROUND 15. Sullivan shoots left to
ribs. Kelly lands right to jaw and
then left to body, forcing Sullivan to
hold on. Kelly is confident and lands
often. He whips right to body. They
cHnch. At break SulHvan swings right
to ear. In clinch they do heavy fighting.
At gong both are hanging on.
Sullivan bantering Kelly on kidneys.
ROUND 16. Kelly ducks straight
left for head. He ducks another and
sends right to body. Sullivan blocks
left but Kelly gets hard right to body
They clinch and hold on, crowd yell
ing to separate them. At break Sulli
van gets two lefts to body bard. Kel
ly ducks left to head and blocks right
p

NUMBER 41

SHOT HIMSELF TO
ESCAPE LYNCHING.
;
Wichita Kan., May 11. W. R. Ful
ton, who last night attempted to kill
this former wife, committed suicide
early today. His body was found in
Ktie railroad yards four blocks from
where be attacked Mrs. Fulton and
shot her three times. The woman is
not dangerously injured. Following the
shooting last night a crowd of men
chased Pulton intent on lynching him,
but he escaped.

citizens, and local boosters vand business men will do well to take them in
hand when the train arrives.

JOHNSON

Union Label Exposition.
New York, May 11. A union label
exposition opened today in the Brook
lyn Labor lyoeum under tine auspices
of the central labor union of that
borough, and will continue through
the coming week. A great variety of
goods bearing the union label is show
the object of the show being to edu INDICTED, HE FLED TO ALAMOGORDO, WAS CAPTURED
icate the public in the matter of the
AND ESCAPED.
desirability of union made merchan
dise.
,

GOT AWAY

After break, they exchange
hard blows on body and Sullivan
lands on jaw. Kelly ducks left swing
CARETS TAKE ANOTHER GAME
and sends left to stomach. Kelly
FROM EL PASO WITH RUNS
.'
o
sends left and right to shoulder. Sulli
TO SPARE.
HARVARD AND COLUM
van lands left on ribs. As gong sounds
BIA BOAT RACE.
both are in mix up sending hard blows
Boston,
May
11. Collegiate
Mass.,
body.
to bead and
interest today centered in the Varsi- Willmington Primaries.
2.
Kelly
ROUND
leads,
but bis left
BASE BALL HURRAHING
jty boat race between the eights rep
Willmington. Del., May 11. Serious
body
Sullivan
falls
for
shorts.
misses
CAUSES GENERAL MIX-Uresenting Harvard and Columbia up efforts to prevent the nomination of
GOOD GAME BY MILITARY
As a result of bandiage followed by left for jaw and Kelly clinches. Kelly
WALKED MAN
on the Charles river over a course Mayor Wilson for a second term are
MILES
hooting and jeering, Bill over the base lands on face with left and sends
mile and
is
of
This
a
being
Republican
in
imade
.primar
the
body.
right
to
Sullivan
to
sends
left
ball game at Santa Fe Sunday a free
Columbia's first appearance on the ies fa progress today. Dr. Harrison
ribs. They rush into clinch, both do
ifor all fight took place on College
Charles,
and the first rowing contest W. Howell, president of the municipal
Kelly lands left
pn twenty years in which the two board of health,
Street. No oae seems to know ex ling good
K.
and Charles
on head and .they clinch. Kelly feits
colleges have engaged.
Sparks are being boomed for the no Roswell Attorney Accused of ObtainMass On Error That Coat Anything. actly who started the row but Chas. iwibh left and sends right to head.
Men are In. clinch at gong.
mination by opponents of Wilson.
CI Paso did Most of its Bad Playing Barnes, a negro porter at the Palace They were tn clinch
ing Money Under False Protons.
at bell
When they break Sullivan wrenclies LAST ENTERTAINMENT
I Om Inning, and Outside of that hotel seems for some reason to have
Trie to Defeat th Law by Kplng
ROUND
3. Sullivan falls short with Kelly's arm
OF
LECTURE
COURSE.
singled
been
out
from
for
the
attack
'
in making the turn and
ttoo Gam Was Good from a Baa
NEW MEXICO FIRMS
Out of the Hand of Officer.
The Fulcfaer Entertainers, a com
which when captured by the police he left to body and Kelly lands lightly on made Kelly wince.
HAVE INCORPORATED
all Standpoint.
to
head.
literary
and
Sullivan
sends
left
neck
of
was defending himself with a base
and musical artists.
ROUND 17. Sullivan lands on face. ipany
Santa Fe, N. , May 9. Incorpora
ball bat. City Marshal Hughes, who Kelly rushes into clinch. Kelly starts Sullivan sends left to body. They (will be in Roswell ' next Wednesday tion papers have been filed today by
happened to be tn the neighborhood left on head again and again. Sullivan cHnch. Kelley goes in and lands left night and give an entertainment at the Portales Water Works
Etec
at the time of the souffle, placed Bar sends left to face and Kelly lands and right on body and jaw and tries the Southern Methodist church at trict Lighit company, of and
Portales.
nes and three other men under arrest. heavily on head with right swing.
J. La. Johnson, the well known law- Men clinch, referee eight o'clock. It is the last number Roosevelt county.
.X! Paso was a cheerful loser again They were all up before Justice of the Kelly Hands left and right on body. He hard for knockout. Kelley
Siere
separating them.
capital stock is $15,000 and the yer of this city, was indicted by the
terrific of the lyoeum course 'brought
sends
The
Friday. The Military Institute was Peace Jose Ma. Garcia Monday morn then sends left to side of head, dazing left to jaw and right to body without Uunder the auspices of the Military incorporators are: Coe Howard,
W. H. recent grand jury on the charge of
Sullivan . At close Quarters Kelly return, Sullivan holding on. They are Institute. It is said to be the best or McDonald
Jthe winner and the score was eight ing for a hearing.
and Joseph Howard of Por obtaining money under false pretenbody
right
arm
to
people
short
do
sends
left
will
and
Roswell
all,
and
to oae. Base ball was the game and
separated again. Kelley misses right them
tales.
BRINGS HOME GOOD
hard. Sullivan clinching. Gong.
well to avail themselves of this last
swing for head and gong rings.
The Hagerman Publishing Company ses. He was never arrested, for the
lAmusement Park was the scene of ac- TIDINGS FOR TRAINMEN
opportunity to see a good entertain of .Hagerman, Chaves County has in- reason that he suddenly disappeared.
ROUND 4. SulHvan falls short with
They
18.
clinch
ROUND
rush
into
Uoo.
El Paso News.
?ft to body but got right to head. and are separated. Kelley sends right ment at the reduced prices such a corporated.
The capital is $3,000 and No trace was found as to whether he
Although the game was not as live
W. rl. Stockwell, a passenger con Kelly sends left to mouth and they
course makes possible.
the incorporators and directors are: left by rail, auto, rig or horse and
ly as it would have been had there ductor on the G. H., returned to his clinch. Sullivan sends terrific left to and SulHvan. falls down and com
Tire company is composed of three James B. McDonnell, A. E. Riffley, nothing was heard from him till a
recovered quick
been any doubt of the final result, nev home in this city Tuesday night from body. Kelly lands lightly on jaw and plains to referee. Hestrong.
members,
Mrs. Cornelia.
Fulcher Perry Wagnon and J. E. Wimberley, few days ago, when a dispatch came
up
They
ex
ly
came
and
ertheless, there was some good base Houston, where he had been for some they clinch. Sullivan send left
Miss Evangeline Fulcher and Mr. of Hagerman.
from Alamogordo stating that he was
body
clinch.
change
blows
fierce
and
bail played between the first and last time with other railroad men in con stomach twice. Tbey clinch and hold
Maurice Lee Fulcher. They sing, read
in custody there.
Kelley
apart.
pulling
them
Burns
fcnnings. Most of it was on the Insti- ference with high officials of the road on.
At break Sullivan upper-cu- t
He had walked out of Roswell. be
sends bard left to stomach and they and entertain in various other ways, SNOW STORM IN NEW
stitute side however.
at which conference a new scale of left. They were clinched when gong clinch. At break Sullivan sends hard carrying with, them costumes in
yond doubt, and to a point probably
AND
YORK
NEW
ENGLAND
Hester was In the box for the ca wages for the trainmen was arranged rang. That was Sullivan round.
left to side of haad and right to sto which to perform their different New York, May 11. Snow and un sixty miles southwest of here. There
dets and he allowed a total of eight Mr. Stockwell brought home good ROUND 5. They
clinch.
rush into
mach. They clinch and Burns pulls parts.
seasonably
low temperature is re his feet gave out and tvs had to go
&dte but they were so badly separat news for the trainmen, as material
The prices for the entertainment ported today from points
Kelly
to
and
apart
sends
left
stomach
ends.
then
round
as
them
in New York to a ranch. His arrest soon followed
ed none of them were the sole cause increases in wages have been granted repeats
(are 50 cents and 35 cents for chil- - state
whips
,In
no
Kelly
clinch
it.
did
dam
fouled,
Sullivan
as
but
it
and New England. In the Adi- and he was taken to Alamogordo.
of scores being run in. The one run them, but just what they will amount terrific left to ribs. Sullivan is u- age
diren. Seats are now on sale at the
When the word came of his arrest.
it was allowed.
rondacks
from 3 to 6 inches of snow
Chat was made by the visitors was the (to he Is not yet prepared to give out.
Daniel Drug Store.
Deputy Sheriff O. Z. Finley went af
ling his elbow. Kelly lands left and
left
Kelley
19.
stiff
ROUND
rushes
past
fell
hours,
the
in
Rome
2i
and
at
result of a
'ait being follow
Mr. Stockwell will leave in a few right to head and Sullivlan holds on to body
o
and they clinch. At the break
N. Y., the fall was three inches with ter him. Today Mr. Finley returned
ed up by an error.
days for Memphis, Tennessee, where
IN
BEAUMONT
STRIKE
Kelly
break,
sends left and right Sullivan lands twice on stomach. Kel
temperature of 34 .In this city on the auto and reported that he had
Gallagher started the pitching for he will attend the national convention
OIL FIELDS IS OFF.
body
again
and
worrying
to
head
Sul
and
two
to
ley
stomach
lefts
sends
was a drop of 32 degrees in IS found Johnson in custody at Alamo
there
El 'Paso. In seven innings he allow of the Order of Railway Conductors.
Beaumont, Tex., May 11. A special
gordo and brought him as far as Tor
ihas to put Sullivan they clinch. Sulivan shoots left to
livan.
Referee
hours.
ed but five hits and struck out eight tfhSch convenes on the 14th instant,
rance, when the prisoner made ills
They from Saratoga says .the strike in the
o
men, out was given bad support. The and on his return from that city he awlay. Kelly misses left to head and jaw and misses right upper-cutoil fields is off and the men feure re
escape. Mr. Finley states that he was
inbody.
They
apart.
SulHvan
on
pulled
lands
left
Rush
are
clinch
and
MEETING
OF
NEW
THE
balloon ascension came la the seventh will stop off at' Houston to procure
clinch, both ripping short arm jolts to clinch again. At breakaway Sulli turning to work. As a iresult of the
PRISON COMMISSION. signing a check for their fares on
.
when two ilW, a pass to first and the exact figures on what concessions (to
the auto and Johnson was not more
upper- van lands left on jaw and Kelley settlement of the strike in the south- New Mexican, May 10.
body.
right
lands
SulHvan
four errors brought In six runs for the have been granted the trainmen.
east Texas oil fields the "open shop"
than a foot from his elbow when the
separ
Kelly
floor.
lout
off
are
They
right
and
to
almost
lifts
Jaw.
shoots
Joseph
F.
Sulzer,
Albuquerque,
of
Institute. That was what spoiled (he
.prisoner made his
The
Kelly bad shade beat of It Gong.
ated again. That round was even. The prevails at Spindle Top, Saratoga
is
Easley
president
the
and
Charles
F.
game. "With that half Inning out of it CATTLE MEN ARE
and Batson. At the two former places
deputy did not take his eyes from his
Kelley,
who
with
to
seems
crowd
be
on
6.
secretary
lands
Fe
new
ROUND
Sullivan
of
left
the
Santa
of
the
CARS
FOR
" the story would be different. Roka.hr
WAITING
nearly all the men have been
prisoner more than ten seconds, but
May 9. J. V. head and they clinch. Sullivan misses seems to have a slight shade the bet stated. At Batson the operators stat ly organized Territorial Penitentiary
.
- 'went into the box in the eighth and
dowdoroft. N.
In that time he had slipped from the
mill.
ter
inithe
on
gets
wind
of
right
Commission
which
convened
in
left
head
for
and
inspector,
ijuVm,
territorial
cattle
work.
did effective
ed that the strikers would have to tial meeting this forenoon at
room and disappeared in the dark
Sul
They
hands.
20...
shake
ROUND
ofKelly
to
in
return.
head
left
sends
but
the
report
s here on business. He
The feature of the afternoon
wfait for vacancies.
ness.
A minute search failed to locate
to
again
to
and
ribs
Hvan
sends
left
fice of Superintendent Arthur
hard left on face and
the playing of the cadets. Although many cattle men anxious to ship, but Sullivan lands
The de
at- Johnson.
were
All
of
the
members
in
they are chalked with four enrors, on- cars are scarce, owing to the big rush whips over might swing o either side side of head. Decision a draw.
THE SAN FRANCISCO
the officers above
ly one of them was costly. After among Texas cattle shippers. W. C. of bead. They clinch. Sullivlan but cision was received with applause.
STRIKE SITUATION tendance besides
ROSWELL MAN IS
o
up
nam
present Thomas
being
named,
there
kwo men had gotten down on errors McDonald, of Carrizozo, has 125 cars ted and Kelly straightens
San Francisco,. Cal.. May 10. De
PLACED UNDER ARREST.
SANTA FE WILL ABOLISH
Kelly
Haywiard,
Vegas;
left
W.
with
Jno.
Las
mouth.
left
to
landed
of
East
market,
to
Kansas
ship
to
loads
the
they were immediately put out by oth
tective Sergeant BeH, who was S'aot R. DeMier,
Alamogordo, N. M., May 9. A man
LABOR
MEXICAN
THE
They
Alamogordo
were
on
hot
Price
in
head.
side
and
of
of
soon as the oars are obtainable.
er plays. Gammon made a nice doubby the name of J. L. Johnson was ar
It has been reported that the San (through the thigh in Tuesday's riot Walters of Aztec.
le in the seventh by catching a line The Felix Cattle company bias sou mlxup when gong rang.
ing, is in critical condition, blood poi
foreign
discharge
rested at the Hunter ranch, 30 miles
will
all
road
ta
Fe
orwas
meeting
not
The
called
to
shipped.
7.
Kelly
ready
to
to
ROUND
be
Tularosa,
left
sends
hard
drive and throwing to Crowell at first head at
soning having developed. All the oth
west of Aiamogordo. He came to the
place
in
their
Americans
laborers
and
deowing
noon
nearly
to
until
der
the
tn time to catch a runner. The ca (As much as 190 oars have been order (face. Both land lefts on body. Kelly stead. The reason given for this is er victims are improving. The funer
footsore and unable to proceed
ranch
M.r.
Sulzer. Howevdets did some alee sacrifice bitting, ed by shippers along the line north isends left to head. Sullivan land that the imported laborers have not al of Jiames Walsh, the young team layed arrival of
further on foot.
reer,
formal
organil'ng
work
the
of
forcing
Atannogordo.
heavily
Sullivan
Kel
on
head.
being
of
too, 'three of these heady plays
James Hunter came to town and
results and that ster killed during the rioting, was quired 'but a few 'minutes. Mr. Sully. Sullivan sends left to body and given satisfactory
made In the fatal sixth.
at
preparations
Active
today.
held
wages
notified
the officers that t"iK"e was a
increased
will
irhe
be
scale
of
zer was unanimously elected presiDENVER MEN TO START
they were clinched at gong. Sulldvan
Following Is the official score:
secure the car barns at Turk and Fillmore dent and Mr. Easley was selected as suspicious character there and they
to
order
in
laborers
for
the
MINE.
CENTRAL
ON
WORK
bad that round by a shade.
AB R H PO A E
N. M. M. I.
and at Oak and Broderick early to secretary without a dissenting vote. telegraphed to Roswell, and received
Santa Fe, N. M.. May 9. O. H. Kaif
ROUND 8. Kelly lands on rib. They desirable workmen.
5 0 1 4 3 0
Gamrnan. 2b.
day
indicated the purpose of tne
a reply to hold him and wire. An offi
hold5 0 0 9 0 0 (fen and B. F. Spencer, of Denver, clinch. Kelly blocks again. Kelly THE OTERO COUNTY JAIL
Crowell. lb.
company to increase the number of The latter is the only 'member
cer is expected to take the man hack
syndicate
Is
ing
over
old
board
and
Denver
from
the
representing
the
shoots left to head hard. He then
4 2 1 2 2 0
Kennard. as.
Johnson was formerly a
VACANT FOR FIRST TIME, jcars sent out today. It is said that also an appointee of
Ha- to Roswell.
the Grand sends right to body and they clinch.
3 1 which recently acquired
3
Hester, p.
attorney
9. Sheriff the cars will start shortly after noon. german.
practicing
M.,
in the Pecos Val-- ,
May
N.
Ahvmogordo,
0 Central group in the Oerrillos district Both doing hard fighting in clinch.
2
etewaxE, K.
town,
ley
with
and the offense committed
iDenney has gone to Ssata Fe
When the commissioners
(Miller, cf-3 1 0 2 0 0 southern Santa Fe county, were in They hold on and fight at close range. Ithe three prisoners sentenced at the NEW RESTAURANT WILL
yet
not
known here, further than
is
after the noon reca&s the matter
Santa Fe on their way to Cerrillos to (At break, Kelly lands left and right
4 2
Harrison, So.
OPEN NEXT TUESDAY.
left
it is said to involve some kind of monhas
court
This
term
here.
last
of
supproperty.
various
considering
for
bids
of
possession
of
the
take
body
on
at end of round.
3 1 0 5 4 1
Lob man, c
The Grill" is the name of the new plies for the penitentiary was taken ey transaction.
Otero county jail vacant, for the
Thev will nut to work a force of
ROUND. 9. Sullivan lands on head. the
3 0
O'Rourke, rf.
restaurant
that will be opened in the up. A large number of bids for divers
was
built.
first
since
time
it
men to clean out he shafts and tun Sullivan sends two lefts to face, then
of
"The Pantry," by R. M and sundry articles will htajve to be RATON IS TALKING OF
old
stand
5 27 14 4 nels and to begin taking out ore which follows with right to same place. Kel MERCHANTABLE TIMBER
32
Totals
MUNICIPAL OWNERSHIP.
.the new proprietor an
Patrick,
and
at
smelter
ahinDed
examined before the contracts are
to
mill be
the
ly sends right to body. Both land lefts
Raton, N. M., May 10. There is a
WILL BE PLACED ON SALE. nounces that ne win De reaay ior
Fe, Lias Vegas and very well developed sentiment in Ra
XSL. PASO.
AB R H PO A E Pueblo.
on head, suinvan sends terranc ten
The forestry bureau of the depart business at noon Tuesday. The new awarded. Santa
5 0 2 0 0 0
.Derbyshire, rf.
to face and right to body. Kelly ducks ment of agriculture at Washington eating house will be the swellest Ros Albuquerque firms have submitted ton just now in favor of municipal
3 0 0 14 1 2
NOTICE.
Keifer. lb.
left swing for 'head. Sullivan lands has just notified Supervisor Ross Mc- - well has ever had. The place has proposals.
ownership of the electric light and
o
4 0 0 0 1 0
. Jfcirabrook. cf.
right
on body. He tiien rips swing Millin, of the Pecos, Jemez and Taos been enlarged and is being elegantly
power plant, which supplies the city
Cream,
Ice
Chicken,
Sprine
2 1
4
Oray. as.
to kidneys. Sullivan misses left for national forests, that arrangements furnished and supplied with linen, sil WILLIAM R. HEARST WINS
with all its light and power. It is
the
at
Strawberry
Cake
Short
IN
COURTS.
POINT
ALL
3
3 0
.Jaooby, Sb.
head and Kelly gets in light right to are completed for the sale of all mer verware, china and other necessaries.
said
that rates have recently bee a ad12th
Albany, N. Y., May 10.
Sunday May,
Court vanced
4 0 0 2 5 3 Shelby,
Bofeahr. 2b St p"
face. Sullivan's round.
coni iderably and that the sa
chantable timber in the reserve .under The meals will .be served in metropoH of Appeals tod?y sustained The
the right loons notably
Regular Price.
Gallagher, p 2b.
ROUND 10. They clinch. Sulldvan his jurisdiction. The timber is soon tan style, fitting to the taste of Roshave been raised more
at
of Attorney General Jackson to
2 0
4 0
lands hard on bead, staggering Kel to .be advertised and it is understood well's cosmopolitan population.
Baraster.
100 per cent.. This has caused
than
Hack m the name of the people the
0 FOR SALE:
Motor cycle, 4hp. In ly. SulHvan swings left to body. Kel
4 0
Merrill. If.
a number of saloon men to put in n
it is to be sold in quantities rang It is also announced today that af title of George
B. Modal lan as May
tires and ly sends left and right to head with that
fine running condition,
gas lighting system which
amount.
In
$5,000
the
breakfast,
automatic
Tuesday morning
$100 to
ing
ter
from
or of 'New York City in behalf of is being Installed here by A J.
engine in fine shape. It it a bargain damaging effect. Sullivan lands left
35 1 8 27 14
Totals.
4
Gilkeson
of
room
The
dining
feature
"
William R. Hears. Hearst has now
if sold at once. Box 324 Roswell. on ribs. Sullivan swings left to head NEW YORK REPUBLICANS
The seors by innings:
a hustler who is taking advanwill be discontinued. The Grill will
eitio and right to face. They clinch. Kelly
N. M.
0 0 0 1 1 8 0 0
24. M. M. I.
FAIL TO ENDORSE HUGHES. serve as the dining room for The Gil won his point in all the courts. The tage of the situation. The feeling for
court Is unanimous in its decision municipal ownership is strong, and
0 1
holding tight. At break, Kelly lands
New York, May 11. A resolution
US PASO,
predicted by Manager nmd
Too can have a good timepiece if left and right on mouth, and short up- - endorsing Governor Hughes for the keson, and it is
no written opinion is given.
in
not
fall
place
if the present agitation continues it
will
his
' Summary: Earned runs. none. Lest
you buy your watch- or clock of I. percut on jaw as gong rang. Even Republican nomination for PrestJent, Patrick that
would not be surprising if the matter
main
high
standard
the
from
least
the
Murderer.
optician.
Try
To
Texas
B. Moellner, jeweler and
m bases, N. M. M. - 3; Ei Paso. 9.
honors.
which was offered by forer Governor tained by The Gilkeson. The Gilkeson
Dallas, Tex., May 11. The case of were submitted to the people at an
Stolen bases. Kennard. Miller. LehROUND 11. Sullivan blocks straight Odell at today's session of the Repub will continue to run as a hotel and W.
sou
designs
twenty
in
over
charged with killing Al early date.
I
bare
Gallagher.
man. Darbysaire and
left for stomach. Kelly sends left to lican state committee, was raid on will give all its attention to the room- bertO.S.Brown,
In the meantime Raton Is growing
pleas
be
spoons
would
I
which
in the lobby of the
venir
Johnson
bits. Stewart. Miller and Lohbody, and Sulivan blocks. SulHvan the table by a vote of 32 to 4. In mak ing feature. The Gilkeson's
leaps and bounds. Every one here
by
rooms
Ljewyou.
BoeHner,
B.
year,
snow
St. George hotel early this
has
man. CfRoorke and Kteifer. Two base ed to
lands- on neck. Kelly gets to head with ing the motion that it be tabled, Chair have attracted wide attention for
is prosperous. There is lots of buildoptician.
It
and
week
next
in
the
been
for
set
trial
eler
Gray,
straigot left and then sends right to man Woodruff said: "I move that this their elegant furnishings and com criminal
hit. Heritor. MorrJaoa and
and no empty bouses, and busio '
district court. The shooting ing
struck oat. by Hester ; by Gallasame place. He then geba left to resolution be tabled on account of the plete comfort, and tJie popularity of
ness
is in the best of condition with .
"Oates
few
the
of
famous
a
Just
of Johnson caused a sensation at the
gher.' I ; Rokabr, 1. Bases on balls. Base Ball" card games left. Girls, body hard after which they cKnca. gentleman who 'introduced it being the place 'will no doubt continue.
every reason for expecting a continare
victim
as
both
time,
and
assailant
Gallagher.
Off Hester. Jacoby; off
uance of the present prosperous conyon bad better hurry and learn the After break they rush. Both landing actuated by his well known antipathy
prominent men.
Kemiard and Stewart. rBt by pUeh-- game so you can enjoy real game on body. They clinch and are separat to the President of the United States." DUNKARDS ARE LOOKING
ditions
for an indefinite period.
o
ball, by Gallagher, Hester. Doable
o
FOR WESTERN HOMES.
Raton has an estimated population
Ingersoll's
Book Store. ed as gong sounds. Sullivan has the
Hen&on, aged 38 years, died
H.
E.
baseball.
of
(ilar. Gammoa to Crowell. In seventh
lead so far on points. H3s clever block
Albuquerque, N. M., May 10. The this morning at 3:30 at his home it of 8,000 and there is oo doubt that
Rooms for Rent.
Passe4 balls, by Schuster 2; Lohman,
At The Gilkeson. $15.00 to $18.00 special train carrying 200 Dunkards 1309 N. Kentucky avenue. He came the actual population is somewhere
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Ewaaes wieea corporation
who was divorced by his 'Wife last Ju
ly will mary Miss Mabelle Gillman
an actress, in New York. The 300th
anniversary of the actual landing of

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
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0VICB SUPPLIES
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RoaweU, N. M., under toe Act of Congirw of March 8. 187

Daily. Per Week... '........
Daily. Per Month...
Daily, Per Month, (In Advance)
Dairy, One Tear (In Advance).

hlea ne.flftds aa ati Mlve cplay r"
Jkafe.'r- - gei
of common OT ?irden
neatly alongside open ..stves.' hun;
erous grinning skulls "ajtd fleering
add to the cheerfulness
Tilbse xhatiiave Any office work of any kind
tSjat pervades Jfie "'scene. 'After
and need anything that a first class up to-- d ate
short mortuary servtaeJy
office should have, such us books, writing
chaplain,., the .sightseers are
stationery etc., would do well to see
placed 4n toeir Individual coffins and
our stock of. these goods, we have a rail line of
the lids placed on and screwed down.
everything you will need.
.- .Then the coffins are lowered Into the l
waiting graves, and the immured vie
itlmV.as a. crowning horror of the proceeding, hears the clods rattling, in
The .Heme ef th "Vleter ta KesweH.?.
a sinister manner upon the lid.. Soon
t
low
the traveler finds himself in the
er regions, where Gustave Dope's il
lustrations of Dante's Inferno are re
produced by, means of 'panoramas and
electrical moving picture effects. The
spectators are released, from their
coffins and. walk 'through winding tun
nels, where all the horrors of the
Mouldings, Sash, Doors,
are depicted before them
.To add a touch of cheerfulness to the
Oak, Ash, Hickory,
scene, and "prevent the possibility of.
Redwood, Fir, Cypresp,
driving the
Poplar, Basswood. Cedar. Lime,
visitor en
tirely insane, some of the cartoons in
Cement, Plaster, Glass, Plate,
Art Young's "Snapshots in Hades" are
Fancy Mantles, Grates, Tiling
latso reproduced. An inspection of
these serves as a preliminary prepa
ration-fothe Chamber of Skeletons
where two dozen grisly apparitions
apparently alive, gambol excitedly and
songs. Then fol
sing
lows heaven and an utter and sudden
transformation, where a mighty choir
winged chorus girls
d
of
sing in an angelic manner before
great white throne.
Less terrifying but equally interest
ing 4s the musical flower garden, one
of the most cunningly contrived inventions ever shown at Ooney. It
comprises numerous rows and designs
of every variety of flowers, with
miniature pianola concealed at the
roots of every bush and flower bed
Plucking a flower the visitor is re
warded by a musical selection coming
apparently from the heart of the bios
som. Every kind or nower produces
a different time, and as most of the
music is of a sentimental mature the
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on Jamestown Island will be. observ
ed at the exposition and throughout
country. Application of trustees
the
RECORD
BT
SUNDAY
CO
PUBLISHING
EXCEPT
PUBLISHED DAILY
to intervene in suit brought to secure
an accounting of ae estate of Mary.
MEMBER ASSOCIATED PRESS.
Baker G. Eddy, will be heard, at Concord, fj. H.' Sale of lots in townsite
and daily history of real men but
Pay ton Drag, Book & set aside by the government
Donl be a. doodlebug.
on Kios
of the trash called litera
wa Commanohe and Apache reserva- t
'magazines is not
ture in the
Conoeet is tiie child of Ignorance.
Stationery
Company. htion, in Oklahoma, will begin at Rand
only worthless but an abomination.
let. Senate Investigating committee
Two doors North of
The "Bull" Trill be dehorned In
Co.
In (the Brownsville case will reconvene
1908, if not sooner.
"The Wyoming wool growers pro
in Washington to continue its inquiry
pose to form an organization or the
(into the alleged riots by negro troops
"Society is very tolerant. It forgives purpose - of "keeping up Cie price of
at the Texas fort. National Associa
NO. 99.
ORDINANCE
everything but Che truth. Philistine. wool." And yet, tine people of this
ition of Hosiery Manufacturers will
country have been paving tribute to An Ordinance Amending
Ordinance begin a week's session in Philadelphia
iAII ef us are forced to pretend a the protective tariff system with the
Order of Railroad Telegraphers con
No.
Compiled
.26
Ordinances
of
the
little once in awhile but not all the understanding that it was for the pur-venes in annual session at Minneapopose of doing what the Wyoming wool of the City of Roswell and deferring lis. United Hatters of North America
(time.
growers have organized to do. Kan
Real Estate Broker.
meet In New York.
is as much afraid sas City Times.
Your fellow-maBE IT ORDAINED BY THE MAYOR
Tuesday
Federal grand Jury will
of you as you are afraid of him.
AND THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE convene in Denver to investigate va
Brace up.
All true work is sacred; Labor,
rious alleged violations of United
CITY OF ROSWELL:
wide as the earth, has its summit in
Section 1. That after the passage States statutes, especially relating to
remain
would
men
rather
"Some
heaven. Sweat of the brow; and up
this ordinance. It shall be unlaw- acquisition of coal lands. Case of the
wrong than to acknowledge it. Bry- (from that to sweat of the brain, of
fful for any person, firm or corporation Texas Cattle Raisers' association vs.
an's Commoner.
sweat of the heart; which includes to sell or offer to sell real estate as the Burlington and other railroads
lall Kepler calculations, Newton medi
a real estate .broker, or in any wise! will be argued before the' Interstate
It will be discovered by the New tations, all sciences, all spoken epics, engage 4n the sale or offering for sale commerce commission in Washington
Mexican in 1908 that the "reuniting all acted heroism, martyrdom up to estate or maintaining an office in the Soverign camp .of the Woodmen
of
of the Republican party" by Delegate that "agony and bloody sweat," which city of Roswell for that purpose, for lithe World, a national .fraternal order,
was a case of reunited in all men have called divine. O, brother. a consideration, without first having will convene at Jamestown exposition
tAndnew
death.
Jf this S not "worship" then I say applied to the Clerk of the City of and remain in session for about ten
(the more pity for worship; for this Roswell for a license and Slaving paid days. Bids will be opened in various
All sorts of guesses are being made Is the noblest thing yet discovered a license fee and secured a license as horse markets of the country for
as to what Governor Curry is going under God's sky. Carlyle.
required for a real estate 'broker ac horses and mules to be used by the
It do about it. The people of this Tercording to the provisions of Ordinance United State's army in the United
pe he will do right.
Brotherly love in Roswell
ritory only
States, Cuba and the Philippines.
26 of the said City of Roswell.
ing. The "Parson" heard one minis-1
Springer Stockman.
A real estate broker in the meaning case involving alleged rate agree- the other day say that he believed of this ordinance, shall be construed ment .between Pacific steamship com place will doubtless become a "popubeing
another to be a real Christian. Later to be any one engaged in listing real panies In rates on cotton fabrics to
Attorney General Pri chard
restored to office, temporarily at 'the minister so highly complimented estate for sale, offering real estate the orient will be argued 'before the
least, Mr. Bursum should hasten to Slid of on whom the other has been for sale or selling real estate, either interstate commerce commission. Na
get a settlement in the courts before suspected of disliking that instead of a part or ail of his time, for a com tional Woman's Missionary Society of
being arrogant he was merely afraid mission, bonus, or other considera the United Presbyterian church will
Governor Curry arrives.
begin annual convention in Topeka,
to trust himself in approaching oth- tions.
.T-rLr-i--.
Sec. 2. Any person violating Sec Kansas. Order of Railway conductors
The safest way to keep a thing out ers because he had not yet nad time
FOR SALE.
of tbe papers is to tell the reporters to study the human creature as he tion 1 of this ordinance shall, upon of America will open annual session
all about It and give reasons for not is in the rough. The "Parson" is con- proper complaint being made by any In Memphis.
Land scrip.- - W. G.
FOR SALE.
Wednesday
wishing it published. To get it print-- vlnced that nearly all the envies and person before the proper authority,
A bill introduced in
42tf
Skillman.
try by arts of suspicions of the world iare due either I be fined in the sum of not less than the Russian Oouma, providing for a bo
ed with a scare-heato misunderstanding. Ignorance or fifty ($50.00) dollars nor more than lition of drumhead courts, martial law FOR SALE: Two gentle white bur
mystery to conceal it.
ros, 210 S. Kentucky ave.
54tf
cowardice. Ministers of all men should one hundred (4100.00) dollars, or im will be considered in upper house of
prisonment in the City Jail of the City Russian Parliament. Eleventh annual FOR SALE:
303 NORTH flAIN ST.,. ROSWELL, N. M.
There is no more Important depart- be the most fraternal.
Five room house, 211
of Roswell not less than ten days nor convention and exhibition of American
ment of Christian work than that
So. Mo. ave. Apply there.
45tf
ywhich will be discussed at the union
The Record believes that no Re- more than thirty days, or by both Cotton Manufacturers' association opSunday publican paper in the Territory has such fine and Imprisonment as in the ens in Philadelphia, lasting through FOR SALE- :- 8 H P. gasoline enmeeting in the Auditorium
gine. L. K. McGaffey, 108 N. Main
night. Here is an opportunity for you yet told the truth about why Gover discretion of the Court trying the the week. International policy hold26tf lar (resort for lovers.
street.
W. C. Held.
ers committee will meet in New York FOR SALE:
to get In touch with a noble mission. nor Hagerman was removed. Every case.
Another attarction which has cost
J. U. Bwvay.
40 feet good shelving
Sec. 3. It shall .be the duty of each to consider proposed prosecution of
lawyer and other sensible business
R. L. t thousands of dollars dn its production
in
class
condition.
first
Reid & Hervey
54tf :is "The Shipwreck," depicting a fish
T. H. Malone.
"Taking the first Step" is the sub- man of tbe Territory knows that it license holder under this Ordinance I New York and Mutual Life agents for
ject of Elder Hill's morning sermon was not on account of the Pennsylva to furnish the City Clerk with a list alleged forging of ballots. Complaints FOR SALE:
12 vacant lots on ing village, the wreck of a ship and
LAWYERS
South Hill, for
of actual (the rescue of a crew. The effect is
tomorrow tbe most Important step nia Development Co. land transac of the names of all individuals who of California fruit growers against the
value. Carlton & Bell.
surprisingly natural and the storm ef-- Room 9, Texas Block. Phone 531
of alL and you may be sure that the tion. So far as President Roosevelt are employed by said person, firm or Southern Pacific and the Santa Fe
Some choice- residence ffect is regarded as the most realis
minister will discuss it in its rela- is concerned, he acted on the per corporation working under said li railroads .recently filed by wtre with FOR SALE: located,
lots, well
at
tic ever produced. Other new shows
tions to human, as well as angelic sonal advice of MUjor Llewellyn. The cense unless the City Clerk shall have the interstate commerce commission
prices.
CARLTON & BELL.
so
been
notified.
will
Angeles.
be
Los
in
may
heard
in
entirely
are the "Mollycoddle," a mirror illus
honest
be
President
existence.
house, ion of an original variety; an tuto- 20 acres,
It shall be the duty of the City
Thursday
National convention of FOR SALE:
his mistake btrt the Llewellyn, Bur-artesian well, some fruit. Best bar drome, a Parish Improvement on a
Frost and Andrews bunch irad Clerk to keep a record of the names J the German Baptist brethren, common
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to
all
of
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real
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no object in view but to
costing $45,000 to
the old
tinues restoring to office the men
SPECIALIST.
One rotary and drop build;
provisions
estate
I
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Los Angeles and will last one week.
"The days of "49," supposed
moved by Governor Hagerman, he gang of grafters back into office
EYE
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NOSE & THROAT.
well
drilling
Austin
machine.
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of this ordinance.
General James Grant Wilson, aged 75
to depict the exciting scenes accom'will hawe the. Republican party "har
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write
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I
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a
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gold
spiteful
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Of all the
and
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monized" before Curry takes charge,
m. Office; Oklahoma Block
Five room house. All nia; "The Kansas Cyclone,' a more
nd tbe new governor will have an ish things ever done by a man ocou- effect and be in force from and after and Mrs. Many H. Nicholson, aged 55 FOR SALE:
years, widow of Rear Admiral Nichol
conveniences; also buggy and har- or less realistic libel on the Sunflow
pying the dignified station of Gover Its publication.
easy Job.
Passed this 7th day of May, 1907. son, will be married In New York.
ness. Apply 206 West 8th St. 59tf er state, and an ostrick farm, where
nor, the Record believes that nothing
Approved by me this 8th day of General Assembly of the Presbyterian
Now, If any. of. the participants in has come as near proving the truth
FOR SALE CHEAP. At 415 N. Mo., faces between the big birds will be
May,
1907.
R.
church of the United States will con
LUND
miscrotheory
as
RosHagerman
meeting in
the
of the atomic
the reoant
and Corner Lea and Alameda, house a dainty feature. Many of last year's
J. W. STOCKARD,
vene in Columbus, O., when an edu
well had only attained to some such scopic littleness of Acting Governor
hold furniture and kitchen utensils. successful attractions remain.
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Three or four miles of Boise, Idaho, May 10. According
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tional Sunshine society begins a three FORopen
gus, of coarse their opinions might been mailed, trying to make It appear
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e
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fence posts. Apply Oasis ranch, or to Information obtained here Meyer's
RoeMexico,
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of
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07tf. record shows that he was working
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well,
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Of course the old bosses would like I was a gentleman, and in some res- level
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for the CasMe Rock old Mining Co.
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during the year 1886. Moyer says he
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th people of New Mexico have had we are now convinced that this Ter-le- a Is a true copy of Ordinance No. 99. adjourn.
Dr. flary B. Hutchinson
Norwegian Independence FOR SALE:
Friday
example of better government, and I ritory is temporarily governed by a as the same appears of record at page
Five acres on South was never in the Joliet penitentiary.
158, of City Ordinance Record No. 1. day, the ninety-thirGraduates of the American School ol
Hill, one block from Main street,
anniversary of
the fight against graft and black-- microbe.
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ROSWELL

Dmre'ctory
Dye Works.

Abstracts.

mine-owner-

Mens' Furnishers.

ROSWELL 'TITLE
TRUST CO'. jK. C DYE WORKS: Recently estabJ E H. WILLIAMS & CO. The only
1st the
( Incorporsted )
Reliable abstracts. llshed here. Cleaning and Dres&iiud exclusive Men's Furnishers
sues made to order, pnotae 617.
Pecos Valley.
j Phone 320.
BELL.
CARLTON
Host complete)
set abstract Books tn Paces vauey.
Electricians.
Photographers.
' Twenty-liv- e
years experience.
HESS & CO. Successors to Walton.
BERNARD
GUNSTJL.
Electrical
CHAVES COUNTY ABSTRACT CO.
enlarge
First class photographs,
'phonel ments,
P. P. Gayle. manager. Reliable andl Contractor, 803 N. Main,
and views.
141. Agent General Electric Co. AH
prompt.
4t2C
kinds of electric work.
Painters & Paper Hangers.
Architects.
E.
L. COOPER.
'
Painter and paper
O. C. Nelson.
J. M. Nelson.
Furniture Stores.
banger. My painting is first class.
J. M. NELSON CO.. Architects.
Roswell, N. M.I DILLEY FURNITURE CO. Swellestl I hang paper the right way. Phone
Oklahoma Blk.
3t26
line of furniture In Roswell. See us 215.
Refrigerators.
for
Shops.
Batcher
w. w. OGLE. Everything from al Public Service Corporations.
T- MEAT MARKET. Fresh meats! knitting needle to an elephant, also)
staple and fancy groceries.
ROSWELL ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.
.furniture and Hardware.
The best light and power. Phone
TJ. S. MEAT. MARKET.
Keeps nothH
131 and 150.
Quality
our
tae
but
best.
lnr

FOR COLORADO'S GREAT MINING
TOWN IS UNDER WAY.

IS PROPERLY CELEBRATED

-

-

a

motto.

-

v

t

--

Bake Shops.

;

HOME BAKERY. Fresh bread cakes
ana pies, made rresh every . day. WESTERN

Special orders for parties, etc.

Cards, posters, com
mercial stationery, booklets, cata-

PPRINTING:

Grocery Stores.

-

GROCERY

The

CO.

Tie Daily Record.

logues.

leading grocery store, nothing but

ne

Racket Store.

Dest.

THE RACKET STORE. Dealer in
.
CASH
GROCERY. Kirkpatrlck & Notions, China, graniteware and
Prunty,
Prop. Strictly cash. Our cooking utensils.
THE TEXAS : SHOP. Rubber tires. groceries are the best.
norse aooeing. wneeiwork, plow
work, and tire setting. .
Real Estate.
Grain, Fuel & Hide Dealers.
T.M. RABB'S SHOP. All kinds ofJ
COOPER ft MILLICE. Real Estate.
blackamithlng and wood work. ROSWELL WOOL ft HIDE CO. Let Room 8, Texas Block.
Rubber tires and horseshoeing my us furnish you with your Grain, Coal
6 BELL Do the largest
specialty.
and wood, we buy hides, phone 30. CARLTON
real estate business in the city. If
ROSWELL
CO.
TRADING
Coal
you are la the market to buy or
Hay, and Grain. Always the best. sell, see us.
;. Book Store.
INGERSOLL'S BOOK STORK Law East Second St, Phone 126.
EDWARD A. FINNEGAN.
Garst
eat books, stationery and period!-- !
Bldg. (210 N. Main). I sell strictly
Harness & Saddlery.
on e per cent commission.
Real es
J. F. PATTERSON.
Manufactures KELLAHIN ft CALFEE.
Billiard-PoHalls.
the finest line of leather goods in tate. Make a specialty on city pro
perty. 303 N. Main St.
the Pecos Valley.
BOWLING,. BILLIARDS.
POOL.
GILMORE
Real Es
ft FLEMING:
equipCo.
Brunswick Balke Coll.
Hardware Stores.
tate and Live Stock. Garst Buildmenu Geo. B. Jewett, Prop.
EAST SIDE 'POOL, HALL. A pJeas4 ROSWELL HARDWARE CO. Whole ing. Room No. 8.
f
and retail hardware, pipe.
ant place to spend your leisure. A sale
your property at lowest possible
List
pumps,
fencing,
gasoline
engines,
run line cigars and tobaccoee.
THE ENTERPRISE HARDWARE price with Miss Nell R. Moore, rear
CO. Rosweil's growing hardware American Natl Bank, 'phone 47.
store, the place where you can find
Bottling Works.
Just what you want in hardware.
Ready-to-weApparel.
So.
KIRBY'S "BOTTLING WORKSJ
322 N. Main.
Main St.. Refresh your memory by! W. P. LEWIS HARDWARE
CO
MORRISON
BROS.
STORE.
THE
phoning No. 163 for a case of Kir- The largest house in Hie West. Po Outfitters in ready to wear
apparel
bjrj BesV
lite attention, complete stock and for men, women and children. Milright prices. We solicit your busi- linery a specialty.
Building and Loan Associations ness. First and Main.

Blacksmith Shops.

-- :

ol

-

.

-

ar

Seed Store.

Hotels.
See R. H. McCune in Patterson's
&
ROSWELL
PRODUCE
harness store for loans or homes on THE GILKESON: Rosweil's new THE
SEED CO.
kinds of field and
easy 'payments.
hotel, rooms with private bath. All garden seed, All
write for catalogue.
accommodations
One
first class.
Block West of Postoffice
Shoe Stores.
Candy Store.
European
EL CAP1TAN HOTEL.
Rooms, 50c; meals. 25c. One
KIPLING'S CANDY STORE. Finest) plan.
SHOE STORE. Only
THE
PEELER
of depot.
line of candies, shelled nuts, ci block west
exclusive shoe store. Peters and
CENTRAL,
New
GRAND
HOTEL:
gars. Hot' and cold drinks.
Stetson shoes our specials.
management.
Woodruff
ft De- Freest. Best and largest. Centrally
Second Hand Stores.
Civil Engineer.
ly located.
manageHnrmmAN'a
New
HOTEL
shelby:
sf.cont want store.
)
JAS. LLOYD THOMPSON. Survey-Dealer in new and second hand
log. Designing and Drafting. Con-- I ment. The leading hotel of the city. goods.
Crete work a specialty. All work H. KerchevaL Prop.
guaranteed. Office, Room 9, Garst ROSWELL HOTEL
The Dollar aPOSWELL SECOND HAND STORE.Building. 12t26
Day House, 300 feet west of depot. New and second hand furniture,
1004)2 N. Main.
Hills ft Rogers,
.

.

.

-

-

Prop. Phone 69.
HAND STORE.
MAKIN'S
MORRISON.
The leading Highest SECOND
paid for second
prices
T. R. KVERMAN.
See me before) HARRY
jeweler.
WatchesJ
and
exclusive
you'" build. My estimates are based
Hand goods. Phone 227.
years experience. Sat diamonds, jewelry, rich cut glass
on figures?

and Builders.
Contractors
1
?

&

L ..

,

.

-

laaction guaranteed. Phone
--

Jewelry Stores.

-

and band painted China.
and plated silverware.

107.

Sterling

Sanatorium

SPARKS.
Contractors L B. BOELLNER. Rosweil's best
and Bulders. Painting and paper-- ) jeweler. A full line cut glass, hand ROSWELL TENT CITY AND SANA
Dr. C. L
TORIUM, Incorporated.
hanging. P. O. Box 666459 E. 5th painted, China, diamonds, etc
Rosweil's new Jew--I Parsons, Manager.
C FEINBERG
eler. Call and see me, at 2034 N.
' Peptrtment Stores.
Main St. A swell line of Jewelry.
Surety Companies.
We repair watches, all work guarJAFFA, PRAGBR ft CO. Dry goods. anteed.
H.
R.
McCune. agent U. S. Fidelity
groceries sod ranch upH
dotntu
Lumber Yards.
plies,:
ft Guaranty Co. Bonds on short notice
JOTCE-PRUICO,
Dry
Goods. PErna v a t Turv T.rrw nunt rA
Clotting. Grocer, etc. The larg Lumber, shingles, doors, lime,. ceTailors.
Southwest,'
supply
In
house
the
est
ment, paints, arnisa and glass.
Tailor made suits.
WOOD:
W.
P..
Wholesale and Retail.
btOSWELL LUMBER I. CO.v- - Oldest) Cleaning
pressing, 118V4 North
and
yard
us
In Roswell. See
lumber
for Main St. Phone 409.
Drug Stores.
all kinds or building materials and
paint.
ROSWELL DRUG ft' JEWELRY CO.
Transfers.
Oldest re store in RoswelL AD KEMP LUMBER CO. Call on us' fori
Lumber, Shingles, etc We treat JOE TORI AN. The Reliable Trans
things
......
you rigCit. East 4th St.
fer man. Down town phone 224. Res
DANIEL DRUG CO. Headquarters
idence phone 426.
Life Insurance.
for drug. Wall paper, paints, var-- j
t
Undertakers.
CAPITAL LIFE INSURANCE CO,
Denver Col., A Western Co., for the DILLEY ft SON. Undertakers. PriPAYTON DRUG BOOK ft ST A. CO- -4
Western people. The largest divl vate ambulance, prompt service.
6 port Jug goods and curios. Prescrip-- j dend
in- the business. See us
Uona 'filled with the utmost care) beforepayer
Underyou buy, no trouble to show ULLERY FURNITURE CO.
3?t26
and accuracy.
our policy. Horace A Lay Manager. takers. 'Phone No. 75 or .No. 111.
GARRETT

?

,
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Ceremonies at the Place Where the
Mouth of the Tunnel Will Be. Wil
Render Accessible an Immense Body
of Virgin Ore, Prolonging "the Life
Description of
of Mining District.

the Enterprise.

Fire Insurance.

Piano Tuners.
THE NCRAMENTO J MARKET. R. L.
T. H. M ALONE : Office over
iv i n. jasin. rnone 4Z. lis ue First National Bank, phone 262. Let GOOD TUNERS, like good pianos,
Jptace to buy your meat.
us protect you against loss by fire.
are scarce. Try Bernard Pos, the
expert piano tuner for both. Oppo
STAR MEAT MARKET. The place KELLAHIN &CALFEE.
Represent
for good corn led beef and all oth ing nothing but reliable and safe site P. O.. 'phone 85.
meat, 123 N. Main st. 'Phone fire insurance companies. Insure
with us. 303 N. Main St.
Printing
I;

-

ia Bath expensive and unsatisfactory,
After long months of investigation It
was determined to drive a deep drain
age tunnel wblch would drain the
camp: evt great depth. The cost of
such an undertaking la enormous, ap
proximating one million dollars.
But such a tunnel was an impera
tive necessity. The
the
citizens of Colorado ond the railroads
and smelters, joined (forces and
to the raising of a fund sufficient to drive the tunnel. The work
wee started a few weeks ago and is
progressing as fast as men and money can carry it forward.
The portal of the tunnel is located
on the stream known as Cripple Creek
and is situated at sji elevation of
8020 feet above the sea OeveL- It will
drain the entire Cripple' Creek district
at a depth of about 1330 feet firom the
surface, or 730 feet below the present
water level. The district is drained
at the present time by what is known
as the El Paso tunnel, which tunnel
cuts the El Paso mine on the west
side of .the district (on Beacon Hill) at
a depth of about 600 feet from the
surface; and the Vindicator mine, on
the, east side of the camp, at a depth
of 1275 feet from the surface. It will
therefore be seen that the new tun

-

-

-

s,

-

nel will drain the Beacon Hill seotion
at a depth of atKnrt 1330 feet from the
Colorado Springs, Colo., May 11.
surface and it will drain the Vindica
The beginning of work upon the long tor district (.the east side) at a depth
projected Cripple Creek drainage tun of about 2000 feet from the surface.
The deepest .shaft in the camp is
nel was celebrated here today .by feswill
tivities participated in iby prominent now 1500 feet. The new tunnel way
therefore make available all the
mining and business men of the state.
from 700 to 1200 feet of additional ore
The ceremonies took place at the bodies below the present water level
mouth of the tunnel at three o'clock and this will add millions in producthis afternoon. Tie big tunnel will tion.
,
water and permit the opening of vir
length
from its
this
tunnel
The
of
gin territory coo tea rung, it is estimat
portal to the main contact near the
ed, over two hundred million dollars
El Paso shaft, at which point it begins
worth of gold ore and prolong the to
drain the district is about 14,000
mining Kfe of Cripple Greek twenty
feet, which figuring at the rate of $50
years.
per foot, would cost $700,000 to this
The building of the great Cripple point. To continue it to the Vindi
itimmep
jdmaimage
Ooloraidtu,
I'eek,
cator as proposed, is a further diswhich was inaugurated today-- by the tance
of about 12,000 feet and as es
governor of the state and distinguish
timated would cost an additioniil
ed visitors, marks an epoch in the $360,000, which would make .the
total
history of the famous gold camp.
length of this tunnel from its portal
Cripple Creek is known from coast
the Vindicator shaft, about 26,000
to coast. Thousands of persons are in to
Ifeet
is estimated would cost
terested in its mines. Immense for about and
$1,000,000.
tunes have been made Ibeneath its
It is figured that it will take about
hills, and it has the distinction of
having been condemned orginally jtwo years to .build it to .the contactto twomore strongly than any other success and between one and one-hayears
Vindi
longer
to
build
to
it
the
country.
ful mining district in the
.The government officials and nearly cator shaft, or a total of from threeto four years to eraevery 'mining engineer who examined amd one-halBut all this time
struct
tunnel.
the
pronounced
the district in its infancy
from the upper
it worthless. Since that time the ore will (be extracted
known product from the district has and reclaimed levels.
The magnitude and importance of
exceeded $200,000,000, and this has
caused the district to be called, "the (this project can be best conceived
richest six miles square in the world." by means of figures showing what it
It was originally a cow pasture. will add in dollars and cents, to the
The .more or less mythological origin world's gold production.
The Cripple Creek, district has thus
far produced something more . than
two hundred million dollars. During
1906, the production was nearly sev
enteen million dollars and .this rate
of production has been steadily main,

lf
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$125,00

trunks of wedding finery aacompanied
WEDDING .
IS SET FOR MONDAY. her from Paris. Corey has been stopNew York. May 11. The terrible ping at Sherry's where it la undersuspense in regard to the marriage of stood Monday's ceremony will be pers
William Ellis Corey head of the Unit- formed,
e
Reports of the wedding bays aroused States Steel corporation, and
Gillman, the actress, will soon ed great interest In Pittsburg society
be over. The romance which has en- and are said to Jhave aroused jtnuoh
gaged the attention of America and displeasure among the associates of
Europe for many months will culmi- the steel trust's president. Especially
nate Monday in the ceremony which outspoken in his denunciation is J. ,B.
iwill make the man of steal and the Corey, known as the "ooal king" and
flair siren of the footlights man and and an uncle of William E. Carey.
wife, to live happily ever afterward, kit was the elder Corey who started
perhaps. Preparations for the nup- his nephew on the career that has
In an In
tials, which will probably take place made him a
at Sherry's and will be witnessed .by .terview the old man denounced Mlsa
members of the families of the .bride Gillman as a "painted creature of the
and groom are now in progress. It stage," .and indulged , la a mxp?cay
ds understood that the couple will that dire results would follow the .ma
leave for Europe shortly after the trimonial venture of his nephew. "My
nephew has dishonored And disgraced
wedding. ged
Since the first Mrs. Corey secured a the name of Oorej;' declared the
divorce from her husband) on the "coal king," with .tears in hlg- eyes.
ground of desertion last year, the
4
ORDINANCE NO. 98.
press of New York and Paris has
, J ... 4
been busy with rumors of the en- An Ordinance Amending Sections 3
gagement and coming marriage of .the
and 11 of Ordinance 25, of the Comsteel trust president and the comic
piled Ordinances of the City of Rosopera star.
Assertions and denials
well.
un
quick
succession,
have followed in
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY
til the romance assumed internationCOUNCIL OF THE CITY OF AOS-WELal importance.
r
The troubles of the steel magnate
Section 1. That the words 'typhoid
and his wife, Laura Cook Corey, be- fever" in the fifth line of Section. 3,
gan with a magazine illustration de- in Ordinance No. 25, be and the same
picting Miss Gillman in her Parisian is hereby stricken out, and from and
boudoir. Prominent in the picture after the taking effect of this ordiwas a painting clearly recognizable nance it shall not be necessary ..to
as depicting the features of William quarantine typhoid fever-o- r any other
Ellis Corey. A disagreement between contagious disease, which in the opinthe Coneys followed, but the couple ion of the City Physician, shall npt,
effected a reconciliation on Christmas from a public health stan4pah4. reday of 1905, when a meeting between quire to be quarantined as provided
the estranged pair at Braddock, Penn-wa- s for in Section 3' of said Ordinance.
arranged by mutual Eriends. For
Sec. 2. That Seotion 11 of said Ora time the matrimonial bark of toe dinance No. 25f be and the same is
Coreys seemed to sail smoothly, but hereby amended so as to read as fol
the attentions of the husband to the lows; "In case of death from small
pretty actress resulted in another pox, varioloid, diphtheria, membranrupture, and in June of last year Mrs. eous croup, scarlet fever no public
Corey applied for a divorce at Reno, funeral shall be held, aside from the
Nevada.
The decree was made on members of the family, and no minor
July 30 and the head of the steel child shall attend such fumeral."
trust was free to pursue his wooing
Sec. 3. This ordinance shall take
of Miss Gillman a matter which he effect and be in force from and after
has not since neglected. It is alleg- five days from the date of its publied that Corey gave his wife $2,000,000 cation.
in consideration of her naming no coPassed this 7th day of May, A. D.
respondent In the case. Adequate, pro .1907. vision was also made for Allan Corey
FRED J. BECK,
Attest:
.the
old son of the couple.
City Clerk.
(SEAL)
Approved by me this 8th day Of
William Ellis Corey. Is about 40
years of age and is one of the Andrew May, A. D. 1907.
Carnegie young .mien,' having worked
J. W. STOCKARD,
Mayor of the City of Roswell.
his way up from the bottom of the
steel trust. In August of 1903 Chas.
M. Schwab was forced from the presi- Territory of New Mexico, City of Roswell. ss:
dency of the "steel trust," and Corey
I, Fred J. Beck, clerk of said city,
succeeded him". As the executive of
the billion dollar corporation he has do nereby certify that the foregoing
more thian made good, despite the is a true copy of Ordinance No. 96. as
fact that financial enemies, led by the the' same 'appears of record at page
deposed king, Schwab, have been con- 157, of City Ordinance Record No. 1.
Witness my hand and .the seal of
stantly on his trail, seeking to oust
him his $100,000 job. Corey is equ- said City on this 9th day of May 1907.
FRED J. BECK,
ally at home in the laboratories, .the
City Clerk.
foundries and the financial and execu- (SEAL)
tive offices of tha corporation and his
Legal Blanks of all Kinds for sals
wide knowledge and proficiency have
made his position so far unassailable. at the Record Office.
Corey first met Miss Gillman, in
1903, shortly following his election as
president of the steel company, when
the pretty and sprightly actress was
a member of the "Mocking Bird company. From his box in the theater
COREY-GILUMA.-

..

Ma-bell-

multl-millioalr-

;

.

.

17-ye-

tained for years.
It is estimated that the driving of
the deep drainage tunnel will enable
the Cripple Creek district to double
its present record.
An interesting and important devel
opment of recent years in .the district
To say that we have
is the construction and successful op- he watched the fair charmer nightly
loaned $125,000 to Rosintroduction.
eration of syanide mills for the treat- - and at last sought ancompany
left
well people is the best
ores of .the camp. lAfterward, until the
meat of
Corey
was
Pittsburg,
daily
seen
the
in
recomendation for the
Cripple
Creek dis
The dumps of the
Miss Gillman and his in
Savings
South westean
trict contain millions of tons and mil society of became
a stock joke, al
fatuation
lions of dollars worth of
Loan and Building Assothough
no
one
considered
it seriously
ore averaging from $5 to $15 per ton.
ciation. Our loans can
as other tSian the usual sort of love
dumps, and also the
These
be repaid any time or
ore .bodies exposed in the mines and affair common in the Smoky City
any part of them.
Prior to that time Corey
which have not been heretofore touch
ed are now being treated by cyanide had been devoted to his wife and fire
mills and .these mills are springing up side.
Mabelle Gillman has been on the
ail over the district.
The extraction of the values from stage for about a decade and is yet
e
ores, together with om the sunny side of 30. Her real ca
these
Ithe mining of .the virgin ore .bodies reer began as under studjr of Virgin
Barle in "The Geisha," company.
In Patterson's Harness Store. below the present water level and ia
she played prominent parts In
Later
which will be made available by the
new tunnej, will, it is estimated, en- various comic opera companies, nota
of its peculiar name is found in the able ithe Cripple Creek district to add bly the "Mocking Biard," and "The
legend that countless cattle became at least $200,000,000 to
the gold pro- Belle of New York," For some time
crippled breaking .their legs in an ef- duction of
world in the next de- she has been abroad, spending most
the
fort to extricate themselves from the cade.
of her time in Paris, where she had
into
boggy surface of the ground
elaborate appartments alleged to have
which they wandered while feeding.
If you nave a trade proposition of been furnished her by Corey. She has
Some twelve or fourteen years ago any kind see us. Carlton & BelL
been in this city for the last eleven
Winfleld Scott Stratton, a poor Colo
days, arriving .May 1, on the North
A
Direccard
the
Roswell
in
Trade
rado Springs carpenter, began spend- tory brings results and keeps your German Lloyd steamer Kaiser Wil- ing his; scant earning tn prospecting name before the people.
helm der Grosse.
Several large
some outcroppings in the Cripple
t
Creek cow pasture. Every one laughed at him; .but on the 4th of July 1S91
he located a claim on a vein which
gave fakn rich assays and he called
that claim The Independence. He sub
sequentry located many other claims
in that neighborhood and a few years
tago sold his property to an English
Syndicate for $10,000,000, after extrac
ting many millions from it himself.
jln .the succeeding' years the Cripple
Creek cow pasture was transformed
into a booming mining camp. For
Fairbanks-Mors- e
tunes were taken from its lowlying
hills and the values were found al
most at grass roots.
When the high grade ore bodies on
the known veins had been extracted
down to the 500 foot point the water
tfoufbles) of the district hegan.. A
drainage tunnel was therefore conceived nd eventually driven to cut
the main course of the district at a
depth of 600 feet, but' that tunnel
was not deep enough. The shafts
soon reached the tunnel level and, wa
ter troubles were encountered.
'The' large operators in' the district
realized that drastic-- ' measures ' were
necessary. r.The water courses must
be tapped at 'great depth tn order o
drain the mines sod make accessible
the rich ore bodies. known to exist
deep down In the ground. Pumping
.
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Don't forget that I will
continue to supply you
with

Ideal Cream
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Such as has been praised by
some of the most exacting
people in Roswell.
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Bubble Races In Mexico '
City 6f Mexico. May ! 11. Widespread interest as manifested among
Che nan7rous Atrtoamolle eafbueiasts
of the irexloanc&pKal In' (be motor
ear rac&tg meW to fee held' ei
(morrow and Monday, end
targe paiiy of the foreign realdeevts of
fhm cy wUl go to the Janaco capital
.

mces
the stusplces of the

the ' events. The
to witness
--

(win be

feler

Jalisco AwdmoWIe cWb, which comprises svmu&g Iba members tSx weati-est cMlsens of 'tiejstate, headed by
Governor Ainmada. The eourae is
reported to be( in exoeltent ooodition
srandWCand "naa teen' built for
nd
the aocommodatkin of spectators at

4

'

.

Cass

Che

Fuee;T3iiar'trQaIa.

races will finish!

The

t

where
wndsy

Preach ,ars have
drivers having been
t- - ot ftere,
.oinjpBrIs.'- The jflisjtaAC
i j seventy kilotnetpn - The Monday
rve-- t, opera to ars of different hoise--oer- ,
has received entries from all
ISO hors-- i , wer
?ea eDtc".l3."1the

the leading manufactures of .the

Unit-

ed States, France, England, Germany
and rtaly having offices in this cRy.
The meeting will provide Mexico's
first great trial of speed and the result i awaited with interest in many

Vuntriea.

Clergy Honor Joan.
Paris. May 11. Clergymen who refused to participate in. the civil
la honor of Joan of Arc last
Wednesday, owing to the permission
granted by the naoaidpal authorities
hdtowiagi tite Freemason ajid
to take part lathe (eatlvtties
will hold a festival of tfceir own tn the
Orleans cathedral tomorrow. .
French"

cele-bratto-

n

tree-thinka- rs

"'7 Chwrcnmen "in Philadelphia.Phl&delpMa. May 11. tBtahop Letg
Mon Coleman. of ; WashWgton. presid-

Eddy Hearing Monday.
Concord. N. .H, May 11. A hearing
will be held here Monday ' upon the
motion of the trustees of the estate
of Mary Baker G. Eddy for leave to

Intervene ha the original suit to secure an accounting of Mrs. - Eddy's
property.
Observe Decoration Day.

Worth. Tex, May 11. Confederate decoration day was observed by
the veterans of the lost cause in this
icrty today. Members of jtbe R- - E. Lee
oamp of United Confederate Veterans met at their headquarters . and
proceeded to the different cemeteries,
wiiere the graves of the Confederate
dead were deconatedT" "
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Fix op yoor room while yoa'iean do
cheap,. We' have a few odds and
Episcopal convention to ends' 111 Venetian scenes. Dutch comta
pictures
Christte'
tiis
comic
asC
today..
Holy Trinity', Ep tocopal huech'
Several sermons will fce delivered hy passepartottt, all at cost for 10 days
promineot visiting clergymen, tomor- - only. See our window. Ingersolls
tt
Book Store.

ed

at the opening services of the

J,

We have for sale,

at a bargain, a four horse

power

GASOLINE ENGINE

Entire outfit in good condition. Apply at
Record office,

--

Street
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Come land worship with us.
C. F. C. LONBERG. Rector.

-

Stein-Bloc- k

Clothes for
Spring and Summer.
BETTER AND
HAVE MORE

STYLE

In them than any other clothes. If this is
so, you are interested
and we are ready to
make good.

Joyce - Pruit
Company

r

EMMBTT PATTON. V.

F. DIVERS.

Pre..

ED.

J. O. Hamilton amd L O. Weatherford returned last night from Kenna
where they have been several days.

. OIBBANY. Sec.

Abstracts
Reliable
should be a reliable, credible history

-

Miss Violet Been told, of Elkins, who
has been here four days visiting
friends,
left this morning for her
home.

of
Tour abstract
your land, prepared by competent faithful men. Ours
have 20 years of experience behind them and are by law
admitted in all the courts of the Territory as evidence of

Mrs. S. E. Corey,

the facts therein.

who 'has been

here two days representing a St. Lou
is wholesale house, left this mornign
for points north.

Roswell Title & Trust Co.
INCORPORATED.

Phone 330.

OFFICE OVER CITIZENS NATIONAL BANK

Wm. E. Turner, traveling represen
of the U. S. "Water and Steam
Supply Co., of Kansas City, came in
went to Hagerman on the auto today.
ta-tiv-

J. P. Rhodes

test night for a short stay.

LOCAL NEWS.
I sell everything

at auction.

R. D.
B9tt

Bell.

Frank Robb came up from Dayton
today.

Frank Bronk, of Dexter, returned
Curg Johnson returned last night this afternoon via. the auto from Tor
rance and from there over the Rock
from bis sheep ranch at Elkins.
Island to Kansas City.
Mrs. C-- S. Lusk left this morning
E. J. Bates returned on the taivto
for the Lusk ranch near Elkins.
from a trip to his ranch near
When you nave anything to sell, Puerto. He was accompanied home
see R. D. Bell, the auctioneer. 59tf by Mrs. M. W. Bates, who will vdsit
here two or three weeks.
Don't seii unili you figure with Makin's Second Hand Store. Phone 227
Mrs. Sallie Roberts, of Artesia re- Miss Madge Fielding arrived tost jturned last night from Enid, O. T.
night from Kansas City you a pros where she has .been on a visit to tier
sons. She stODoed 'here for a visit
pecting trip.
with her brother, Mr. Chisum.
o
L. H. Weatherly, of Colorado City,
Tex., a prospector here for two days,
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Stapp (have re
left this morning for Amarillo.
turned from a visit at the old home
of Mrs. Stapp at FuKon, Mo. Mrs.
Wood Cope left last night for
Stapp went about three weeks ago
to spend a few daiya looking after and her husband followed a week
business and visiting friends.
later.
Manager Sweet, of the Roswell Gas
D. D. Temple, who is now mara& Ice Company, returned last night
tabling a law office here as well as at
from a ibrip to Porrales and Texico.
A.rtesia, went ,to the latter plaice last
Mr. and Mrs. M D. Bums and ba
night
to visit with his family over
to
morning
by went up the road this
Sunday and attend to business mat
meet Mr. Burns' sister, Mrs. Anna ters.
He will return Monday.
Carman, w"ho is coming tonight from
Fon Du Lac, Wis., to spend a month
Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Tucker, of Glas
in Roswell.
gow, Mo., T. L. Armstrong and eon
Frank, of Galesburg, 111., and J. C.
Longest, of Kansas City, Mo., who
have feeen here prospecting, left this
morning for their respective homes.
-

Boellner, the
cheaper.
S. H. Nay
It on,

Texas.

Jeweler,

Small and short
R. D. BelL

It

has
S7tt

left last night for

River- -

specialty.
69tf

If you want to buy or sell property,
see iR. Dl Bell.
6tf
Eyes tested tree at L. B. Boellner,
88tf
Jewelar and Optician.
Buttermilk delivered

at 12ttc per

gallon.

at your bouse
69t6

J. A. Garner vent to Acme this
morning to go to work.
FOR, SALE.

Inquire

at

Good Durham milk cow
60-t101 S. Penn.
f.

IT

Big Tiling For Well Curbing
.

The following letter shows a good use to which the big
tiling, manufactured to tile the irrigation ditches, can be

put:

'

May 9th 1907

Mr. Nilsson Manager of Hondo Stone MfgCo.-RoswDear Sir;
Having used your big 3 ft.
well,
Cement Tiling to curb my
I find it superior to anything I have ever used, and would recommend it to the
public for well curbing.
N. J. Maddox.
802 Kansas Ave. Cor West 8th Street.
Roswell, New Mexico.
ell

1

The big tiling can be secured of Mr. Nilsson at the office
of the Hondo Stone Mfg. Co., at 602 North Main Street.;

III'
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Presbyterian Church.
(Edwin Emerson Da via, Minister.)
At the eleven o'clock service. Rev.
C. E. Lukens M. D., the former pastor,
ywill preach There will be no even
ing seryjce."
Territory of New Mexico, City of RosAt a unkm service to be held at
well, ss:
the Auditorium, Dr. Lukens will preI, Fred J. Beck, clerk of said city
sent his work ainbng the children.
hereby certify that he foregoing
do
Sunday school, 9:45 a. m.
true copy of Resolution No. 26 as
is
a
Junior C. E., 2:30 p. in. .
the same appears of record at page
Senior C. E., 6:30 p. m.
61 of city Resolution, Record No. 1.
Midweek service Wednesday, 7:45
Witness my hand and the eeal of
said City on this 9th day of May, 1907
At the Christian Church.
FRED J. BECK,
Preaching Jy the pastor at 11
City Clerk,
(SEAL)
m. Subject, "Taking the First Step.
o
Owing to the union service in the
THE
interest of the Children's Home Soci ONE MORE OF
CLASS
UNDESIRABLE
ety at the Auditorium, there will be
(El Paso Herald.
no services at night.
Elias Lee, who came to El Paso
Bible school meets at 9:40.
two months ago and who since
about
Junior Endeavor, 3 p. m. Mrs. Keas- that time has 'been almost a public
ter, superintendent.
charge, was sent out of town last
Christian Endeavor, 8 p. m. Blanche night. He stated that he was going
E. Lanhdam, leader.
"to try to make his way to an uncle
You are cordially invited to wor
of his in New Mexico.
ship with us.
C. C. HILL, Minister.
ARE RAISING MONEY
FOR JULY CELEBRATION
First Methodist Episcopal Church.
Carlsbad, N. M., May 10. The com
(Corner Fifth and Kentucky. John mltbee which was appointed to raise
H. Murray, Pastor.)
funds for the celebration of the New
Sunday school at 9:45. J. E. Hen Mexican irrigation projects which will
derson, Supt.
be held in Carlsbad, July 3, 4 and
Preaching at 11:00 and 7:45 by report the best of success in the re
rthe Pastor.
sult of their efforts. Everyone is en
Class meeting ait close of 'morning thusiastic in the enterprise and liber
service.
al-- hi the amount of their donations.
Junior League at 3 o'clock.
Young People's meeting at 6:45
Daughters of Confederacy Do Well
Prayer meeting Wednesday evening The benefit performance at the Maat 7:45
jestic Theatre last night, for the Ros
All strangers and sojourners in our well Chapter of Daughters of the Con
city will find a welcome with us.
federacy, was attended by a crowd
that filled practically every seat in
The First M. E. Church, South.
the house. One-thalof the gross pro
(John W. Smith, Pastor.)
and
ceeds went to the Daughters,
Preaching at 11 a. m. by the pastor, they will realize about thirty dollars
Subject of his sermon, "IDEAL MAN with comparatively no effort. Every
HOOD."
attendant seemed pleased with the
The evening preaching service will show and many spoke of toe pro
.be dismissed in the interest of a ua gram's high merits.
ion meeting at the Auditorium Rink.
Sunday school, 9 : 45 a. m.
Commanderies at Carlsbad.
Junior Epworth League, 3 p. m.
The Commanderies of the Knights
Senior Epworth League, 6:45 p. m Templar of Roswell and Oarlsbad will
The public and all visitors in Ros hold a joint meeting at Carlsbad on
well are cordially invited attend the the night of May 24, when they will
morning service, and men are URG- - confer the Knights of Malta degree
ED to attend.
on twenty-fou- r
candidates. The meet
ing is held at this time to Cake advan
tage of the
First Baptist Church Services.
The pastor will preach at 11 o'clock excursion in effect then for the Pecos
The subject of the sermon will be Valley Sunday school convention.
The differences Between the Old
Testament Religious Organization and
Notice.
That of the New Testament."
I will be out of the city until May
Miss Emma E. Anderson, represent 20.
DR. F. N. BROWN
ling the Woman's Baptist Home Mis
Nola Oliver went to Hilda this
sion Society of the West, will speak
at the evening service at 8 o'clock. morning.
The special music will include an
E. A. Haggard, of Dexter, was in
anthem 'by the choir in the morning
and a duet by Mrs. Ellis and Mrs. town today.
Garner in the evening.
W. M. Reed came up from Oarlsbad
Sunday School at 9:45 a. an.
morning.
this
Junior Union at 3 p.tm.
Senior B. Y. P. U. at 6:45 p. m,
Jim Williamson, of Hagerman,
Strangers and visitors are always in town today.
welcome .to worship with us. People
without church connections are invit
W. C. Lawrence came up from Lake
ed to meet with us.
Arthur this morning.
H. F. VERMILLION,
Mrs. Dove Couch, of Lake Arthur,
Minister,
was in town today shopping.
o
Transfers of Real Estate.
Prof. J. M. Powell, of Carlsbad
The following deeds have been Al
tar record in the office of Probate was here today visiting friends.
clerk and recorder, F. P. Gayle:
J. V. Caver came in from El Paso
Henry W. Cates and wife to Herman
B. and Lizzie Mortsmaa, for $1, forty this morning to remain several days
acres in
James Sutherland returned this
J. M. Ground and wife to R. L.
Clark, for $175, a lot 150 by 175 feet morning from a business trip to
hi .block 4, First addition to Hagerman
o
and its pro rata share of a water right
R. M. Davis and children came
Mrs.
in the Felix Irrigation Co.
up from Lake Arthur this morning to
Mary L. Shut to L. J. Black, for spend
the day.

Rev. R. P. Pope of Glencoe, N. M.,
district missionary of Lincoln Baptist
Association, for fifteen years a worker
In the Baptist missionary field of
New Mexico, is spending two or tnree
weeks in the Pecos Valley. He and
(Rev. H. F. Vermillion went to Lake
(Arthur last sight to attend a- Baptist
Sunday school institute.

$1,500.

o

said:--"So-

men

me

have tneir wishbone where their
backbone ought to be. " If your
backbone is where it ought to be
you will not be wishing you had one

of the swellest rigs in the Pecos
Valley, but actually have one of our
La Porte Buggies. We have just
received two carloads of
vehicles of all kinds.
SEE US.
Up-to-da- te
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TO

GO

MAJESTIC
See

THE
TO-NIG- HT

"June's Birthday Party" and the rest

of a splendid program.
Watch for the announcements of the best

program yet next week.
at 3:30. Two Matinees a
week hereafter, Mondays and Saturdays at

Matinee Monday
3:30 o'clock.

5 GENTS

1

FOR CHILDREN

0 CENTS

FOR

GROWN-UP-

S

One Woman Saved $51
Yesterday by buying at the Closing
Out Sale which is now on.
Fine Tents, Lumber, Chairs, large
line of Commode Dressers aud Bachelor stoves. COME AT ONCE.

Spring River Sanitarium

Paper that you wash like oil
cloth. Asks us. We have it

Daniel Drug Company

forty acres in

to be ta
This
and effect on and after May

sacramento market,
& hampton,
lde
p. v. m arket.

RESOLUTION

Pecos Valley Lumber Co

15, 1907.

u. s. meat market,
c. market,
t.
g. k. McLaren,

NO. 26.

Resolution Approving the Tax Levy
Made by the Board of Education of
Grand Duke Nick to Wed.
6th,
St Petersburg; May 11. The wed the City of Roswell, on May
1907, for the Fiscal Year 1907-8- .
ding of Grand Duke Nicholas Nichola
Ivitch, second cousin of the czar and BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY
eoxnmander-tn-chie- f
COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF ROSof the St, Peters
WELL:
burg military district , to the rPincess
Anastasia of Montenegro, will take Section 1. That the tax levy made
place tomorrow In the Crimea. The by the Board of Education of the City
prospective bride Is the divorced wife of Roswell. lexytng a tax on all pro
perty situate in the Roswell School
of Grand Duke George of LuchAen-burDistrict of 15 mills on the dollar for
?

Doners

;Wflt,Vfaiian

f

W. D. Hedrick and A. G. McElhin-froJohn L. Brock, well known here.
Agreement.
a
ney returned this morning
came in last night from New Decatur,
We, the undersigned meat market
Hagerman.
trip
Alabama, accompanied by W. A. Bibb men
to
Roswell, N. M., agree to close
o
president of the Morgan County Bank our of
at 6:30 o clock,
establishments
Mrs. 'Wilton Alter came up from
at New Decatur and A. B. Lampkm, except Saturdays, and
agree Hagerman this morning to visit over
a prominent real estate man of the to close on Saturday atfurther
9:00 o'clock. Sunday with Wm. Edwards and
same place.
agreement
full force

g.

i

made May 6th, 1907. "be and he some
is hereby approved, and the City Clerk
is hereby directed to certify to the
Probate Clerk of Chaves County, New
Mexico, a copy of this resolution approving said levy, along with the certified copy of said levy made by the
said Board of Education.
Passed the 7th day of May, 1907.
Approved by me this 8th day of
. - .
May, 1907. .
(SEAL)
J. W. STOCKARD.
Mayor of the City of Roswell.
Attest: FRED J. BECK.
city Clerk.
.

Smart

FIT

tiEOKQTflECnOCiS
' Protestant Episcopal Church."
Sunday school at 10 a. m. Morning
'prayer and sennoa at 11:00.
Miss Gertrude Wiggins will sing,
"In the Night Will My Song Be of
film," for offertory.

mm
Our

the support and srsaJntsaanoa of (the
Pttbti Schools of Oe City of Roswell,
.flA'ISR&W-lftTf 2 mitts od the
dollar to pay interest on school bonds;

R. F. Crowley, of Beaumont, Texas,

The

came up from Lake Arthur this mor
ning to spend a few days in Roswell
transacting business.

E. C. Watson, of BonMo, is spend
ing a few days in Roswell, and his
daughter, Mrs. A. M. King, came up
from Artesia die morning to visit
hhn.

Earl. Blackshere, tine cattle buyer.
returned this, morning from a trip
south, accompanied by H. L. Peck, of
Irwin, Ohio, who has been in the val
ley several days.

Trai ForJor sos or

11

up-to-da-

te

LUMBER,

PAINT, GLASS and WALL PAPER in the City.

Wholesale & Retail.

Dr. J. J. Clark came up from Arte
sia this morning and left on the auto

for Santa Fe to attend the Territorial
dental iboard meeting.

200 South MainPhone 175.
' largest and most
stock of

Estimates

Furnished.

Traveling Men Parade.
Topeka, Kan., May 11. A parade
in which hundreds of trade "drum
mers"' and several leading Kansas add
Oklahoma tends took part, followed
by an indoor field meet in the audi
torium, were the features of today's
program of the United Commercial

Travelers' Grand Couacil meeting.
The convention closes tonight with an
entertainment and ooocent by Marshall's bad in the auditorium.

I

uell

H. C. Krukenmeyer has. returned to
Dexter after a short business visit in
Roswell.

rang Oo

